Dear Parents,
Over the next term we will be following a unit of work on a theme that focuses on ‘Where do I come from?’. During this unit we will be focusing on
Science, Technology and Global.
Children will be reading, researching, writing, illustrating, working on their own and working in groups. We will be checking to see how well your child
has learned through particular activities and asking children to explain their work, perhaps to you. In addition the children will complete a quiz on the
key vocabulary and powerful knowledge . You can see in advance what we will be asking the children (quiz) and what they need to know ( knowledge
organiser) ,they are attached in this booklet.
We already know the interest you take in your child’s work. If you can, please discuss with your child the work they have done as the term progresses
and let them teach you. If your child has some work to research, please help them, but without actually doing the work. If you have the chance to
further their interest in the ideas of this theme please take it, but your enthusiasm and interest is most important. By the end of the unit, we hope
your child has achieved all of the learning targets. We hope they have had an enjoyable time in the classroom. And we hope you have enjoyed seeing
your child work with enthusiasm. If you have any comments or questions about your child’s learning, please get in touch.

As an introduction to this unit we are asking Junior children to come to school on 9th January dressed as humans or aliens of
the future.

In Science, we’ll be finding out:

In Technology, we’ll be finding out:

In Global, we’ll be finding out:

• How life began in the sea then came out of
the sea

• What foods early humans ate, grew and cooked

• How superbugs evolve and
spread around the world

• How fossils provide information about living
things from the past
• Why the dinosaurs died out
• About the classification of plants and animals
• How plants and animals reproduce
• How living things evolve and change over
time
• How plants and animals are adapted to their
environment
• How adaptation leads to evolution
• Whether there is life on other planets

• About prehistoric food and cooking techniques

Powerful Knowledge
Natural selection is the process where organisms that are best
suited to their environment survive and pass on their genetic
traits in increasing number to successive generations.
The planets in our solar system were formed around 4.6 billion
years ago. Each planet was formed from a circling mass of
rocks, metals, ice and gases that were pulled together by
gravity as they orbited the Sun.

Taddington and Priestcliffe
Knowledge organiser

Overarching theme
Magic, mysteries and discoveries
Inquiry into rights and responsibilities in the struggle to share
finite resources with other people and other living things; humanmade systems and communities; and the environment, past
present and future

Explanation of the theme
Life began in the sea 3.8 billion years ago. The sea was warm
and shallow enough to allow sunlight to penetrate and
photosynthesis to occur. The earliest forms of animal life
looked like little round blobs. Then the blobs grew (or evolved)
into other shapes.
Human evolution is relatively recent. DNA evidence shows that
modern humans (Homo sapiens) evolved in Africa 200,000
years ago. Fossil finds and genetic research have shown that
we came out of Africa 65,000 years ago and subsequently
spread around the world.
By 1842, the naturalist Charles Darwin realised that the
similarities between humans and apes were the result of a
common ancestry or evolution. He even had a theory to
explain it, but his idea was so shocking at the time that he
dared not publish it until 17 years later!
All living things depend for their survival on other species –
they have a close relationship with the animals they eat and
the animals that eat them. This leads to adaptation.
There is considerable variation between populations of the

Key Vocabulary
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Where do I come from?
Life on Earth started nearly 4 billion years ago. It has evolved and
changed over the years until now when we have millions of
species of animals and plants. As humans , we can use our
knowledge to eradicate disease , create clones and maybe even
bring extinct creatures back to life. So what does the future hold
for us in 10,000 years time?

DNA
Evolution
Natural Selection
Organisms
Clones
Inheritance
Key Image 2

Key Image 1

Curriculum drivers

Enterprise,
Possibilities
Inquiry,
Community

What does DNA stand for?

Taddington and
Priestcliffe

Someone is arrested for a crime after their DNA was tested
and they were placed at the scene. After looking at the video
footage the police realise the person is, in fact, innocent but
their DNA is at the crime scene. How is this possible?

Who is this?

What do you think life on Earth will be like in
10,000 years? Explain your answer with as much
evidence as you can.

Overarching theme
Magic, mysteries and discoveries
Inquiry into rights and responsibilities in the
struggle to share finite resources with other
people and other living things; human-made
systems and communities; and the
environment, past present and future.

Overview and outcomes
It begins with children ‘discovering’ the setting from
the text of the empty armchair and posing questions
to make predictions about the text. Children explore
the text further, writing character descriptions using
a range of descriptive vocabulary. Having explored
the sequence of the story for ‘The Heart and the
Bottle’, children then create their own stories where
a dilemma occurs and there is an emotional
response.

Key sentence type
Emotion, comma
RULE: Emotion first followed by the actions that are caused by the emotion.
Putting the word first gives more weight
to the emotion.
EXAMPLES:
Desperate, she screamed for help.
Terrified, he froze instantly on the spot
where he stood.
Anxious, they began to realise they were
lost.
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National Curriculum Coverage

Overarching theme
Magic, mysteries and discoveries
Inquiry into rights and responsibilities in the
struggle to share finite resources with other
people and other living things; human-made
systems and communities; and the environment, past present and future.

Overview and outcomes
This unit includes exemplified grammar
activities throughout, as well as drama
techniques such as thought-tapping and
sculptor and sculpted. Visual images and
music are also incorporated.
Key sentence type
With a(n) action, more action
RULE: This two-part sentence starts with a
subordinate clause which starts with the
phrase ‘With a(n)…’ followed by an action
and a comma. The main clause then describes
more action which occurs simultaneously.
EXAMPLES:
With a smile, Greg waved goodbye.
With a weary wail, Thor launched his final
attack.
With a deep breath, Neil Armstrong
stepped carefully on to the surface of the
moon.

Main outcomes: Narrative (Fantasy),
Recount (Diary Entry) Setting
Descriptions
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Year 3 and Year 4

National Curriculum Coverage
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